Complex IT can be costly

Business leaders serious about optimizing costs need to ensure they have full visibility of their IT environments in order to make better-informed business decisions. But the growth of disruptive technologies, including SaaS and cloud, is creating chaos in complex IT environments.

The rapid proliferation of SaaS within organizations is contributing to the chaos. Historically, IT has been the central hub for all technology purchases. However, with SaaS and other cloud license and application purchases now regularly being made by anyone with a credit card, IT no longer has complete knowledge of all the assets in the environment. This presents one of the most daunting challenges as organizations continue their digital transformation journey.

Complications slow down IT operations

The lack of comprehensive visibility becomes apparent when IT is not involved in all the organization’s technology purchases. The complexity increases when IT needs to manage assets for larger organizations with a global footprint, or when organizations have undergone recent mergers and acquisitions. Without a high-level view of what’s happening within the total IT environment, managing IT assets grows increasingly daunting.

IT asset optimization made easy

Flexera One is our SaaS-based IT management solution designed with and for organizations with highly complex hybrid environments. With Flexera One, you can visualize your entire estate and make data-driven IT decisions from on-premises to SaaS to the cloud—all from a single user interface.
Rightsize your resources

Flexera One provides a consolidated view of license utilization and spend within your organization’s IT environment. And when you automate license use, it becomes easy to identify underutilized assets. With Flexera One, you can reclaim or disable any underutilized licenses, so your organization can rightsize resources by eliminating IT waste.

Flexera One gives you visibility into any overspending within your IT environment, helping you reduce licensed software costs. And you can use this information to identify contracts to renegotiate. Flexera One also enables management of at-risk licenses by vendor in a single view. You can track the amount of spend and find software assets vulnerable to audits.
Only Flexera One offers this package of powerful IT rightsizing features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rightsizing across the IT estate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain complete visibility into all your IT assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage all your software license spend and entitlements from a single view</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A detailed look at Flexera One’s rightsizing solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key features</th>
<th>Flexera difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Visibility with extensive integration with existing IT system | • Integrate with ITSM vendors such as BMC and ServiceNow to enhance both software license optimization and ITSM processes  
• Drive increased business value by enabling operational efficiency improvements and IT service delivery to increase end-user satisfaction  
• Minimize license compliance risk and reduce software costs |
| Complete view of all assets across the IT estate | • Get at-a-glance visibility into your estate by seeing software in breach, so you know when a license compliance issue should be resolved  
• Reduce ongoing software costs by utilizing dashboard data to see under-consumed licenses and potential cost savings |
| Software license optimization insights | • Streamline your software license optimization process with Flexera through product use rights such as license entitlements provided by software purchase agreements  
○ Enterprise agreements (EA)  
○ MPSA (Microsoft Products and Services Agreement)  
○ Software Assurance (SA)  
○ Adobe Cumulative License Program (CLP)  
• Reduce your organization’s software audit true-up costs by examining your use rights |
| Gain visibility into SaaS spend | • Monitor SaaS application use within your organization  
• View all the SaaS and SaaS licenses in your IT environment  
• Make better-informed decisions about your applications based on actual usage to know what should be purchased |
| Powerful contract management | • Manage all contracts with Flexera One’s comprehensive contract management solution  
• Utilize a simplified business reporting dashboard with key alerts such as upcoming payments to prepare for vendor negotiations and software audits |
Make your IT as cost-effective as it can be

Managing IT costs grows more challenging each day. Flexera One provides the deep insights you need into your complex IT environment, empowering you to make better-informed decisions about how you’re spending your budget.

Manage and optimize your licenses with Flexera One’s rightsizing solution

About Flexera

Flexera delivers SaaS-based IT management solutions that enable enterprises to accelerate digital transformation and multiply the value of their technology investments. We help organizations inform their IT with definitive visibility into complex hybrid IT ecosystems, providing unparalleled IT insights that allow them to seize technology opportunities. And we help them transform their IT with tools that deliver actionable intelligence across an ever-increasing range of dimensions to effectively manage, govern and optimize their hybrid IT estate.

More than 50,000 customers subscribe to our technology value optimization solutions, delivered by 1,300+ passionate team members worldwide. To learn more, visit flexera.com